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The visit TO OUR CAMPUS by professors from mainland China

symbolizes Carter's desertion of Human Rights. Carter has extended
America's friendship to a dictatorship guilty of:

MASS KILLINGS According to the Guinness Book of Records, Communist China is

responsible for more murders than any government in human history.

The Walker Report published by the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee
(1971) estimated the total number of people killed by the Communists
since 1949 to be between 32,000,000 and 61,000,000.

The Communists themselves have repeatedly claimed to have executed
millions.

POtlCEB LABOR There are no official government figures on the number of people forced
U;:. into vyhat the Communists call Lao Dong Gai Zao (Reform through

Forced Manual Labor). One 1964 estimate cited in the Guinness Book
of World Recordswas 16,000,000.

AGRESSION The Chinese Communists have attacked Tibet, India, Korea, and Taiwan.

They've had border fights With the U.S.S.R. They backed the bloody
Cambodian regime which exterminated hundreds of thousands of

Cambodians. The only thing that has stopped them from more

aggression fias been their lack of technology. Now Carter wants to
sell them U.S. technology on credit

Yet the Carter Administration has publicly stated that it will not recognize the newly elected,
bi-rac- ial government in Rhodesia. Even opponents of the Rhodesian Government have not
accused it of any acts approaching the magnitude of the atrocities committed by the
Red Chinese Government.

If you believe America should pursue a consistent foreign policy, If you believe we deserve

a president who says what he means and means what he says, Then you should join

Young Americans for Freedom and help make it happen.
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